Younique
conference, management & task seating

features
• High & mid back models
• Conference, task, lounge & guest seating
• All mesh chair eliminates any gap between the seat and back
• Only mesh chair with a true, 2:1 synchro mechanism option
• Flexible and slim-line framework & hardware

You nique conference, management & task seating shown in: light dipped-look framework with storm over ocean flocked mesh

Design by Massimo Costaglia Design
This design team places equal emphasis on engineered expertise and design aesthetic.
Massimo Costaglia founded his design company in 2001, after working as chair designer for various Italian furniture manufacturers. His approach to furniture design is inspired by his industrial engineering major specializing in mechatronics.

shown in: light dipped-look framework with storm over ocean flocked mesh
great things happen in a chair
A sleek & sophisticated design that intuitively adjusts to you.

Embrace Younique. This high or mid back chair instantly reads your body and adjusts to your sit. Experience exceptional comfort and instant support all within a gorgeous, slim-line frame.

A flawless finish
This all-mesh chair uses a single sheet of flocked mesh, which is expertly woven and then thermally formed to fit the framework. This creates a flawless, smooth finish across the surface and along the edges.

Auto-syncs to you
Younique’s synchro control option delivers a embracing sitting experience where the chair instantly adjusts to your body weight and posture. It also delivers a 5-position back lock with all adjustments achieved within a single rotation of the handle.

Patented mono-shell synchronized system
The framework allows the seat and back to smoothly move at the same angle. This achieves the perfect, ergonomic ratio of 2:1. The small, but powerful flex piece located where the sit bones reset, mimics the movement of the human spine. The tilt back and forth is gentle and easy on the back.
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options

dipped frames
- right frame
- light frame

arms
- multi-range adjustable arm
- conference fixed arm

bases
- swivel base
- guest base

flocked mesh colors
- shadow at twilight
- cloud before rainfall
- beach in moonlight
- storm over ocean
- violet at sunset
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